
MEMBER POSITION COMMENT
Paul Robertson Parent/Guardian The SP Smart goals look good, though I agree that #4 could use a quantifiable target.

Allison Thompson Parent/Guardian

1. SP Smart Goal #3: I think I asked during last meeting, but circling back (and consistent with other comments), may consider whether we ought to put a specific 
growth target that we will attempt to achieve for 75% of population (e.g., 75% of population will grow by 1% per year)                                                                                                                                                                                    
2. SP Smart Goal #4: Agree we should consider how this could be rephrased to indicate a goal of closing the achievement gap\, which would be measured and 
considered successful if accomplished by raising achievement (vs. lowering achievement of certain subgroups)                                                                                                                                                                                             
I also feel that CIP goals are covered by articulation of strategic priorities in SP.

Katrina Fuller Parent/Guardian
Regarding the whole child goal: Love the student goal-setting item. Would love to see that mentioned in the MLE SP. Also, question regarding the SP Smart Goals 
can we add the writing CIP goal to the SP? Or is that covered in the mentioned "ELA"? 

Ashley Hanshaw Instructional Staff
Monica Waldman Instructional Staff
Molly Campbell Instructional Staff

Elizabeth Broderick Community Member

1.  SP Goal #3: Show overall growth for at least 75% of the population in both ELA and Math.  Does this mean they just have to show any growth, not a specific 
amount?
2.  SP Goal #4: Close the achievement gap between all subgroups.  Should we have some sort of numeric goal attached to this?  Or is it enough to just show that it 
got better?  If the higher-performing group does worse, technically that also closes a gap a bit.  So I think we may want to be more specfic.
3.  I feel like the CIP goals are sufficiently covered by the SP goals.

Anne Weidert Community Member
Kathryn Zubrowski Swing


